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ABSTRACT

Recent research has established that cortical activity “tracks” the presentation rate of syntactic
phrases in continuous speech, even though phrases are abstract units that do not have direct
correlates in the acoustic signal. We investigated whether cortical tracking of phrase structures
is modulated by the extent to which these structures compositionally determine meaning. To
this end, we recorded electroencephalography (EEG) of 38 native speakers who listened to
naturally spoken Dutch stimuli in different conditions, which parametrically modulated the
degree to which syntactic structure and lexical semantics determine sentence meaning.
Tracking was quantified through mutual information between the EEG data and either the
speech envelopes or abstract annotations of syntax, all of which were filtered in the frequency
band corresponding to the presentation rate of phrases (1.1–2.1 Hz). Overall, these mutual
information analyses showed stronger tracking of phrases in regular sentences than in stimuli
whose lexical-syntactic content is reduced, but no consistent differences in tracking between
sentences and stimuli that contain a combination of syntactic structure and lexical content.
While there were no effects of compositional meaning on the degree of phrase-structure
tracking, analyses of event-related potentials elicited by sentence-final words did reveal
meaning-induced differences between conditions. Our findings suggest that cortical tracking
of structure in sentences indexes the internal generation of this structure, a process that
is modulated by the properties of its input, but not by the compositional interpretation of
its output.

INTRODUCTION

How the brain parses a continuous speech stream into discrete, hierarchically organized units
of linguistic representation remains an important question in the neurobiology of language
(Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Martin, 2016, 2020; Meyer et al., 2020). A possible mechanism that
the brain might use to extract linguistic information relies on phase alignment between neural
activity and quasi-regular properties of the speech signal. This process, called cortical tracking,
results from the tendency of neural systems to adjust to the timing of (quasi-)regular aspects of
external stimuli, and has been argued to facilitate segmentation and parsing of continuous
speech (for reviews, see Ding & Simon, 2014; Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Kösem & van
Wassenhove, 2017; Obleser & Kayser, 2019; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Rimmele et al.,
2018; Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009; Zoefel & VanRullen, 2015).
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Cortical tracking is well established for low-level aspects of the linguistic signal, which
have clear correlates in the physical instantiation of speech (e.g., the speech envelope).
Strikingly, recent work has shown that words and phrases, which are not clearly discernable
in the speech signal and have to be internally constructed, are also cortically tracked (Ding
et al., 2016; Ding, Melloni, et al., 2017). Moreover, these high-level linguistic properties
influence lower-level speech processing, as shown by the fact that cortical tracking of the
speech envelope is modulated by the listener’s knowledge of the language (Broderick et al.,
2019; Di Liberto et al., 2018; Kaufeld et al., 2020).

These studies indicate that the inferred content of a signal affects the extent to which the
brain tracks that signal (see also Keitel et al., 2018; Martin, 2020; ten Oever & Martin, 2021).
What it is still elusive, however, is which aspects of content determine cortical speech track-
ing. In a recent paper, Kaufeld et al. (2020) showed that the neural signal aligns more strongly
with periodically occurring linguistic units, such as syntactic phrases, when these contain
meaningful information and are therefore relevant for linguistic processing. Specifically, cor-
tical tracking of phrase structure was stronger for regular sentences than for control stimuli that
were matched in terms of either lexical semantics (word lists) or both prosody and syntactic
structure (jabberwocky sentences), suggesting that this neural response is driven by the com-
positional meaning of sentence structures. However, the difference between sentences and
these control conditions can be described not only in terms of the output of compositional
processing (i.e., the fact that sentence structures have a meaningful compositional interpreta-
tion), but also in terms of the factors that go into structural composition. To investigate which of
these aspects of linguistic content affect cortical tracking of linguistic structure, the current
electroencephalogram (EEG) study investigates cortical tracking of linguistic units (phrases,
words, syllables) when these are embedded in stimuli that are parametrically varied in terms
of the amount of linguistic information. These stimuli ranged from regular compositional sen-
tences to structure-meaning divergent forms (idioms, syntactic prose), structures with reduced
lexical-syntactic content ( jabberwocky) and unstructured word lists. We thus test how the rela-
tionship between structure and meaning in spoken language affects cortical tracking of linguis-
tic information.

Cortical Tracking of Linguistic Structure

Low-frequency cortical activity closely tracks the amplitude envelope of the speech signal
(Ahissar et al., 2001; Doelling et al., 2014; Gross et al., 2013; Kayser et al., 2015; Keitel
et al., 2017, 2018; Luo & Poeppel, 2007). Because the low-frequency periodicity of the speech
envelope correlates with the syllable rate (i.e., in the theta band), it has been argued that cor-
tical activity in this frequency range tracks syllable-sized linguistic units (Giraud & Poeppel,
2012; Luo & Poeppel, 2007; Peelle & Davis, 2012; Poeppel & Assaneo, 2020). However,
speech contains temporal regularities at multiple timescales; high-level linguistic units, such
as syntactic phrases, also exhibit quasi-regular temporal structure, yet only a small number of
studies have investigated cortical tracking of phrase structure.

A main method to study tracking of abstract structure has relied on careful control of the
presentation rate of linguistic information, whereby this information is frequency tagged. The
idea behind this approach is that when information is presented repeatedly at a specific fre-
quency, the neural response to that type of information synchronizes with its presentation rate.
In a series of MEG/EEG (magnetoencephalography/electroencephalography) studies, Ding and
colleagues have shown that neural activity becomes phase-locked to the presentation rate of
phrases and sentences, even though these abstract units are not physically discernable in the

Speech envelope:
Changes in the amplitude of a speech
stimulus over time.

Cortical speech tracking:
The brain response related to slow
fluctuations in the speech stimulus.

Jabberwocky sentence:
A structurally coherent and
prosodically natural sentence in
which all content words are replaced
by pseudowords.

Compositional meaning:
The meaning of an expression that is
a function of the meanings of its parts
and their mode of combination.

Idiom:
A more or less fixed phrase or
expression with a figurative,
non-literal meaning.
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auditory signal itself (Blanco-Elorrieta et al., 2020; Ding et al., 2016; Ding, Melloni, et al.,
2017; Getz et al., 2018; Makov et al., 2017; Sheng et al., 2019). Such phase-locked responses
are found only if the input can be grouped into phrases, showing that they are based on lin-
guistic knowledge, not acoustic information (Ding et al., 2016; Martin & Doumas, 2017). And
while it has been disputed that what is tracked is really abstract structure rather than lexical
semantics (Frank & Yang, 2018), recent studies have shown that lexical accounts cannot fully
explain the data (Burroughs et al., 2021; Jin et al., 2020).

These frequency-tagging studies are very artificial because they rely on synthesized speech
that is isochronously presented, but similar effects are reported in studies with more naturalistic
materials. In one such study by Keitel et al. (2018), participants listened to naturally spoken sen-
tences that were embedded in noise, after which they had to perform a comprehension task. All
sentences were annotated for the occurrence of phrases, words, and syllables, yielding linguis-
tically relevant frequency bands that were specific for their stimulus materials. Within each fre-
quency band, speech tracking was quantified through mutual information between the speech
envelope and neural activity. At the timescale of words and phrases, tracking was stronger for
correctly comprehended than for incorrectly comprehended sentences, showing that speech
tracking in these frequency bands is related to successful language comprehension.

Using a similar approach, Kaufeld et al. (2020) presented participants with naturally spoken
stimuli in three conditions: regular sentences, jabberwocky sentences (i.e., same prosody and
structure, but different lexical content), and word lists (i.e., same lexical content, but different
structure and prosody). Backward versions of all stimuli were used to control for acoustic dif-
ferences. At the phrasal timescale, speech tracking was stronger for regular sentences than for
both jabberwocky sentences and word lists, while these differences were absent in the acous-
tic control conditions. These findings thus show that the brain is more attuned to phrases when
they contain meaningful information and are therefore relevant for language comprehension
(Kaufeld et al., 2020). In particular, the fact that phrase-level speech tracking is stronger for
sentences than for jabberwocky suggests that this response is modulated by the semantic con-
tent of phrases (see also Brennan & Martin, 2020; Martin, 2020; Martin & Doumas, 2017).

It is still an open question, however, whether semantic content should be interpreted as
lexical-semantic content—the fact that sentences are structured sequences composed of real
words—or rather, compositional-semantic content—the fact that these real words in sentences
compose into meaningful constituents. Themost prominent difference between regular and jab-
berwocky sentences is that the former contain real content words, which are replaced by pseu-
dowords in jabberwocky sentences. Real words and pseudowords differ in both semantic and
lexical-syntactic content, with the latter strongly affecting linguistic structure building (e.g.,
Hagoort, 2005, 2017; Matchin & Hickok, 2020). It is thus possible to interpret the difference
in phrase-level speech tracking between sentences and jabberwocky in two ways: Either it
reflects the fact that words in sentences can be composed into meaningful constituents (i.e.,
reflecting the outcome of structure building; Kaufeld et al., 2020), or it reflects the fact that
the lexical-syntactic information carried by content words allowswords in sentences to be easily
composed in the first place (i.e., reflecting the input to structure building). In the latter case, these
findings reflect the brain’s attempt to build a structural representation of the linguistic input,
regardless of its interpretation. The present study aims to tease apart these two possibilities.

Background of the Present Study

We contrast regular sentences, whose meaning is compositionally derived from their structure
and lexical components, with stimuli in which the mapping between structure and meaning is

Mutual information:
A measure of the statistical
dependence between two signals.
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less transparent. If it is indeed the case that phrase-level speech tracking is driven by the
structure-meaning correspondence of sentences, the tracking response should be stronger
for sentences than for controls that are divergent in their structure-meaning relationship. As
examples of the latter, we used one naturally occurring stimulus (idioms) and one artificial
stimulus (syntactic prose), both of which contain the same structural and lexical-semantic
information as regular (compositional) sentences, but are putatively less compositional in
the sense that their meaning does not derive fully from a combination of their structure and
lexical components. Parametrically reducing the amount of linguistic information, we also
included jabberwocky sentences and unstructured word lists.

We note that compositional processing is not an all-or-none phenomenon (Baggio, 2021;
Titone & Connine, 1999), and idioms and syntactic prose are not processed entirely non-
compositionally. However, a compositional analysis of the sentences in these conditions either
does not yield a sensible interpretation (syntactic prose) or does not yield the intended interpreta-
tion (idioms).We therefore assume that compositional processeswill be overall less engaged in the
comprehension of idioms and syntactic prose than in the comprehension of regular sentences.

Idioms are conventionalized co-occurrence restrictions whose figurative meaning must be
learned (Cacciari, 2014; Cacciari & Glucksberg, 1991; Jackendoff, 1995, 2017). They adhere
to basic grammatical rules but are semantically idiosyncratic: The figurative meaning of idioms
is not fully derived from a semantic composition of their component parts (Cacciari &Glucksberg,
1991; Jackendoff, 1995, 2017; Sprenger et al., 2006). As an example, consider the Dutch idiom
een vinger aan de pols houden (literally, “to keep a finger on the wrist”), whose figurative mean-
ing is “to check whether everything goes right.” Clearly, this figurative meaning is non-
compositional and conventionalized, but in terms of structure the idiom is not an unanalyzed
whole. The idiom is a verb phrase whose verb inflects in the past tense in the sameway it does in
regular sentences (i.e., as in English, houden “to keep” is irregular, inflecting to hield “kept” in
the past tense), and it has the regular argument structure of the verb houden “to keep,” which is
used ditransitively and can be modified by adverbs in the usual way.

The idea that idioms contain regular syntactic structure is supported by evidence from lan-
guage processing, which shows that the structure of idioms is accessed in both comprehension
and production (Cutting & Bock, 1997; Konopka & Bock, 2009; Peterson et al., 2001; Sprenger
et al., 2006). This structure is linked to the idiom’s meaning in a highly idiosyncratic way, but
language users who process the idiom in real time cannot know this beforehand and will
therefore initially attempt to derive its interpretation compositionally. Behavioral experiments
show that while effects of compositionality can be found in the early stages of idiom compre-
hension, literal processing can to some extent be terminated after the phrase or sentence is
recognized as being an idiom, at which point its idiomatic meaning is retrieved from semantic
memory (Cacciari, 2014; Cacciari & Corradini, 2015; Cacciari & Tabossi, 1988; Holsinger &
Kaiser, 2013; Libben & Titone, 2008; Peterson et al., 2001; though see Smolka et al., 2007).
Evidence from electrophysiological brain recordings also suggests that compositional pro-
cesses can be interrupted in the comprehension of idioms (Canal et al., 2017; Rommers
et al., 2013; Vespignani et al., 2010). We therefore consider idioms suited to serve as exper-
imental sentences whose meaning is not fully derived from their component parts. These
effects of compositionality might not be apparent immediately (i.e., before the idiom recogni-
tion point), but we suspect that compositional processes will be overall less engaged for idioms
than for regular sentences.

In syntactic prose, real words are used to construct syntactically correct but nonsensical
sentences (e.g., Bastiaansen & Hagoort, 2015; Kaan & Swaab, 2002; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler,
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1980; Mazoyer et al., 1993). As an example, consider the Dutch sentence een prestatie zal het
concept naar de mouwen leiden, which translates as “an achievement will lead the concept to
the sleeves.” This sentence adheres to the rules of Dutch syntax, including constraints on word
order and argument structure, but a compositional analysis of the sentence does not yield an
interpretation that makes sense. Not many studies have investigated the brain processes
involved in comprehending syntactic prose, but one relevant study found increased EEG
gamma-band power for regular sentences compared to syntactic prose (Bastiaansen &
Hagoort, 2015). Notably, two other EEG studies reported similar effects in the gamma band
when comparing regular sentences and idioms (Canal et al., 2017; Rommers et al., 2013),
tentatively suggesting that the contrast between sentences and both idioms and syntactic prose
affects similar neurocognitive processes.

In addition to these two conditions, we also used jabberwocky sentences and word lists (see
also Kaufeld et al., 2020). With these five conditions in total (see examples in Table 1), our
design parametrically varies the amount of linguistic information present in the stimuli. All
conditions except jabberwocky sentences contained real content words, and all conditions
except word lists had the same syntactic structure. Moreover, for all syntactically structured

Table 1. Dutch example stimuli of all five conditions

Condition Stimulus
Lexical

semantics
Syntactic
structure

Meaningful compositional
interpretation

Sentence De jongen gaat zijn zusje met haar huiswerk helpen. X X X

the boy will his sister with her homework help

“The boy will help his sister with her homework.”

Idiom De directie zal een vinger aan de pols houden. X X

the directorate will a finger on the wrist keep

Literal: “The directorate will keep a finger on the
wrist.”

Figurative: “The directorate will check whether
everything goes right.”

Syntactic
prose

Een prestatie zal het concept naar de mouwen
leiden.

X X

an achievement will the concept to the sleeves lead

“An achievement will lead the concept to the
sleeves.”

Jabberwocky De jormen gaat zijn lumse met haar luisberk
malpen.

X

the jormen will his lumse with her luisberk malp

“The jormen will malp his lumse with her luisberk.”

Word list De gaat jongen zusje huiswerk zijn haar helpen met X

the will boy sister homework his her help with

Note. English translations are provided above. Only the underlined words in the idiom stimulus are part of the conventionalized idiom.
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conditions, a compositional interpretation can be derived. However, a compositional combi-
nation of the words in idioms does not yield their figurative meaning, a compositional com-
bination of the words in syntactic prose does not yield a coherent semantic interpretation,
and a compositional combination of the (pseudo)words in jabberwocky sentences is under-
specified. In other words, regular sentences differ from the other syntactically structured con-
ditions not in whether they allow compositional processing in principle, but in whether a
compositional combination of the structure and the lexical components yields a straightfor-
ward meaningful interpretation.

The Present Study

Participants listened to spoken stimuli in these conditions while their EEG was recorded.
We quantified cortical tracking between the speech envelopes and the EEG data by means
of mutual information (MI), which is an information-theoretic measure that quantifies the
statistical dependence between two random variables (Cogan & Poeppel, 2011; Gross
et al., 2013; Ince et al., 2017; Kayser et al., 2015; Keitel et al., 2017). MI was computed
in three frequency bands, corresponding to the occurrence of phrases (1.1–2.1 Hz), words
(2.3–4.7 Hz), and syllables (3.4–4.9 Hz) in our stimuli (Kaufeld et al., 2020; Keitel et al.,
2018). Following previous research, we controlled for spectral differences between sen-
tences and word lists by including backward versions of both stimuli. These backward ver-
sions preserve many of the spectral properties of their forward version (especially rhythmic
components) but are unintelligible (Gross et al., 2013; Kaufeld et al., 2020; Keitel et al.,
2017; Park et al., 2015).

We were particularly interested in the coherence between speech and EEG in the phrase
frequency band. For this measure of phrase-level speech tracking we consider two possibili-
ties. If it is affected by the extent to which a compositional analysis of the input yields a mean-
ingful structural representation, we expect higher MI for regular sentences than for all other
conditions. Instead, if phrase-level speech tracking reflects the construction of a structural rep-
resentation regardless of its compositional interpretation, we do not expect MI for regular sen-
tences to differ from MI for idioms and syntactic prose. Yet, we do predict MI to be higher for
regular sentences than for jabberwocky and word lists, because the latter two contain less
information based on which a structural representation can be constructed (i.e., cues from
argument structure, word order).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

We recruited 40 participants (30 female, average age = 24.6 years, age range = 19–31 years)
from the participant pool of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. All participants
were right-handed native speakers of Dutch, who reported normal hearing and did not have
a history of language impairment. After receiving information about the experimental proce-
dures, participants gave written informed consent to take part in the experiment, which was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences at Radboud University
Nijmegen. They were reimbursed for their participation. After preprocessing, we excluded
two participants due to low numbers of artifact-free trials. The analyses reported are based
on a sample of 38 participants.
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Materials

Experimental items

An example of one stimulus item for each condition is given in Table 1. The Sentence condi-
tion contained sentences with compositional meaning, which is derived from a combination of
the word meanings and their structural combination. To give an example of a translated stim-
ulus item, the meaning of The boy will help his sister with her homework is a function of the
meaning of the individual words and the syntactic structure of the sentence. The structure was
the same for all syntactically structured conditions (i.e., Sentence, Idiom, Syntactic prose, and
Jabberwocky), which start with a noun phrase (NP) and an auxiliary verb (e.g., The boy will …),
followed by a verb phrase consisting of an NP, a prepositional phrase (PP), and a non-finite
lexical verb (V), which is phrase-final in Dutch (e.g., … help his sister with her homework).

For the Idiom condition we selected a set of commonly used and well-known Dutch idioms
that had the same NP-PP-V structure. The majority of these idioms were selected from
stimulus lists shared by Hubers et al. (2018) and Rommers et al. (2013). The idioms were
embedded in carrier sentences by the addition of a sentence-initial NP and an auxiliary verb,
which are not part of the conventionalized structure. We only analyzed those idioms that were
known to the participants. Idiom knowledge was established for each participant by means of
a post-experiment questionnaire (see the section Idiom Knowledge Test). Syntactic prose sen-
tences are grammatically well-formed and contain real words, but these are difficult to com-
pose into a coherent semantic representation. The stimulus sets in both the sentence condition
and the syntactic prose condition were matched with the idioms on the total number of syl-
lables and on the lexical frequency of the content words (frequencies extracted from the
SUBTLEX-NL database of Dutch word frequencies; Keuleers et al., 2010). Jabberwocky sen-
tences were generated with the Wuggy pseudoword generator (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010),
which generates pseudowords that obey the phonotactic constraints of Dutch. We created
jabberwocky versions of all items in the sentence condition by substituting each content word
with a pseudoword that was matched in number of syllables, subsyllabic structure, and sylla-
ble transition frequency. The function words (auxiliaries, determiners, prepositions, pronouns)
were kept the same, allowing for the construction of the same syntactic structure with a com-
positional interpretation. Items in the Word list condition contained the same words as those in
the corresponding sentence item, but were scrambled in such a way that no syntactic com-
binations could be formed.

We created 85 stimuli for all conditions, of which the first five served as practice trials,
which were not analyzed. Only the idiom condition had 90 items, which allowed us to pre-
serve roughly the same number of trials as in the other conditions after excluding unknown
idioms.

Audio recordings

The stimuli were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth by a female native speaker of Dutch
(sampling rate = 44.1 kHz (mono), bit depth = 16). After recording, the intensity of all stimuli
was scaled to 70 dB in Praat (Version 6.1.02; Boersma & Weenink, 2019). Backward stimuli
for the Sentence and Word list conditions were created by reversing each stimulus recording
in Praat.

Figure 1 shows the modulation spectra of all Forward conditions as well as the Backward
version of sentences and word lists. These figures indicate that all Forward conditions are pro-
sodically very similar (Figure 1A), except for the word list condition (Figure 1B), which deviates
from the sentence condition at several frequencies. (See Supplementary Information S1.

Syntactic prose sentence:
A sentence that is syntactically
correct but semantically incoherent.
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Supporting Information can be found at https://doi.org/10.1162/nol_a_00070.) While not
ideal, we believe that this prosodic difference between stimuli with regular syntactic structure
and those without structure is inherent in the contrast between these conditions. Because our
main interest is the comparison between the syntactically structured conditions (Sentence vs.
Idiom, Syntactic prose, Jabberwocky), it is important that these conditions do not systemati-
cally differ in acoustic properties.

Annotations

We manually annotated the forward recordings in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2019) with
respect to the presence of phrases, words, and syllables. Specifically, for each stimulus we
annotated the position in the recording where a linguistic unit ends (Figure 2A). For both

Figure 1. Modulation spectra of the forward versions of all conditions, computed following the procedure described in Ding, Patel, et al.
(2017). Backward versions of sentences and word lists were included because of the differences between the forward versions of these
two conditions.

Figure 2. Three different annotations of linguistic structure for the Dutch translation of the sentence the boy will help his sister with her
homework. (A) Schematic illustration of the three different timescales of the linguistic units of information (phrases, words, and syllables)
contained in the sentence. From the annotation of these timescales, we derived frequency bands for each linguistic unit. (B) Phrase-level anno-
tation, where words that integrate a phrase are coded as 1 for their entire duration, while all other words are coded as 0 (bracket presence). (C)
Phrase-level annotation, where the value assigned to each word corresponds to the number of phrases that the word integrates (bracket count).
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words and syllables, this corresponds to the boundary between successive units. For
phrases this corresponds to the position of closing phrase boundaries. For example, in
[de jongen] [gaat [zijn zusje] [met haar huiswerk] helpen] the closing bracket denotes
the offset of a phrase whose onset is denoted by the corresponding opening bracket. As
word lists by definition do not contain phrases, we marked “phrases” in these stimuli by
annotating the offsets of the words that are at positions of closing phrase boundaries in the
corresponding sentence item. In the example sentence above, phrases are closed after
the second, fifth, eighth, and ninth word, leading to the following phrase annotation for the
corresponding word list: [de gaat] [jongen [zusje huiswerk] [zijn haar helpen] met]. Con-
verting the onsets and offsets of these annotations to frequencies resulted in the following
frequency bands: 1.1–2.1 Hz for phrases, 2.3–4.7 Hz for words, and 3.4–4.9 Hz for
syllables.

To provide additional evidence that our results index cortical tracking of abstract (syntactic)
information, rather than mere acoustic differences between the conditions, we performed an
additional MI analysis in which the speech stimuli were replaced by abstract versions of these
stimuli in which we only encoded phrase-structure information (Brodbeck, Presacco, & Simon,
2018; Kaufeld et al., 2020). For each forward stimulus, we marked all time points correspond-
ing to phrase-final words with a 1 and marked all other time points with a 0 (bracket presence;
Figure 2B). Phrase-final words are those words at which syntactic and/or semantic composition
can take place. For example, the time points corresponding to the underlined words in the
sentence [de jongen] [gaat [zijn zusje] [met haar huiswerk] helpen] (i.e., boy, sister, homework,
help) were marked by a 1, because they close syntactic phrases, while all other time points
were marked by a 0. Again, annotating phrase-final words in word lists is impossible, so we
marked phrases in the same way as described above, marking time points corresponding to
words with a 1 if these words are in a position that indexes a phrase-final word in the corre-
sponding sentence.

These abstract annotations of bracket presence are actually insufficient to represent phrase
structure, because sentences are hierarchically embedded structures rather than linearly
concatenated phrases. To represent this property, we incorporated bracket count as yet
another type of abstract annotation (Brennan & Martin, 2020; Brennan et al., 2012; Brennan
et al., 2016; Nelson et al., 2017), which is correlated with bracket presence but contains
more detailed syntactic information. This variable counts the number of phrases that are
completed at a particular word (derived from bottom-up tree traversal), corresponding to the
closing brackets in [[de jongen] [gaat [[zijn zusje] [met [haar huiswerk]] helpen]]]. The value
assigned to each word for its entire duration corresponds to the number of phrases that the word
integrates (Figure 2C).

Experimental Design

Participants listened to all stimuli in all seven conditions, which were presented in a block
design. The order in which the seven blocks were presented was pseudo-randomized, with
the following constraints: The two backward conditions were never presented in adjacent
blocks, and the block with word lists and the block with idioms always preceded the block
with sentences. Regarding the word lists, this presentation order was used to reduce the pos-
sibility that participants would project (their memory of ) the phrase structure of the sentences
onto the word lists. Regarding the idioms, this order was used to reduce the possibility that
participants would try to derive a compositional analysis of their meaning. Within each block,
the order of the items was randomized.
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Procedure

Participants were individually tested in a soundproof booth. They were instructed to attentively
listen to the audio, which was presented over loudspeakers, while looking at a fixation cross
displayed at the center of the screen. After each trial, participants had to advance to the next
trial by pressing a button. They were allowed to take short breaks between blocks. The EEG
experiment lasted approximately 60–70 min and was followed by an idiom knowledge test.

Idiom Knowledge Test

The EEG experiment was followed by a digital questionnaire in which participants were asked
to indicate whether they knew the figurative meaning of the idioms that were presented in the
experiment. For each idiom, they had to indicate this on a keyboard. If they answered “yes,”
they had to type the meaning using the keyboard. If they answered “no,” they were asked to
indicate what they thought the meaning could be. Idioms were rated as known when the par-
ticipant answered “yes” and gave a correct description of the meaning of the idiom. For each
participant, we included only idioms rated as known into subsequent analyses. On average,
participants knew 78 of the 90 idioms (86.7%, range = 64–90).

Speech Preprocessing

The speech envelope is the acoustic power of the speech signal at a given time in a given
frequency range. Here, we estimated the broadband speech envelope by averaging across
all ranges, following the procedure described in Chandrasekaran et al. (2009) and adopted
by subsequent studies (Gross et al., 2013; Kaufeld et al., 2020; Kayser et al., 2015; Keitel
et al., 2017). Using the Chimera toolbox (Smith et al., 2002), we band-pass filtered the audi-
tory signal into 8 frequency bands between 100–8000 Hz (third-order Butterworth filter, for-
ward and reverse), such that the bands spanned equal widths on the cochlear frequency map
(1.i in Figure 3). The cutoff frequencies of the bands (in Hz) were: 100, 228, 429, 743, 1233,
2000, 3198, 5071, and 8000. We computed the Hilbert transform of the signal in each of these
frequency bands and took the absolute value as an estimate of the narrowband envelope (1.ii
in Figure 3). We downsampled each narrowband speech envelope to 150 Hz, and averaged
across all 8 bands to derive the broadband speech envelope (1.iii in Figure 3).

EEG Recording and Preprocessing

The EEG was recorded using an MPI custom actiCAP 64-electrode montage (Brain Products,
Munich, Germany), of which 59 electrodes were mounted in the electrode cap (see
Supplementary Information S2 for electrode layout). Eye blinks were registered by one elec-
trode below the left eye, and eye movements were registered by two electrodes, placed on
the outer canthi of both eyes. One electrode was placed on the right mastoid, the reference
electrode was placed on the left mastoid and the ground was placed on the forehead. The
EEG signal was amplified through BrainAmp DC amplifiers and referenced online to the left
mastoid. The data were acquired at a sampling rate of 500 Hz, using a band-pass filter of
0.016–249 Hz.

Preprocessing was performed using the Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011) in Matlab
(Version 2016a). If channels were broken or showed heavy drifts, they were replaced by a
weighted average of their neighbors. The data were then low-pass filtered at 50 Hz (36db/
oct), re-referenced to the average of all electrodes and segmented into epochs ranging from
the onset to the offset of the audio recording. We manually rejected trials that contained
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(movement) artifacts and trials in which an unknown idiom was presented (on a by-idiom, by-
participant basis; based on the post-experiment questionnaire). We used independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA; using ICA weights from a version of the data which was downsampled to
300 Hz and high-pass filtered at 1 Hz) to filter artifacts resulting from eye movements and
steady muscle activity. Last, we automatically rejected epochs in which the difference
between the maximum and minimum voltage exceeded 150 μV. In total, we excluded 9.2%
of the data (range of averages across conditions = 6.4%–12.1%). Each EEG segment was
downsampled to 150 Hz to match the sampling rate of the speech envelopes. The prepro-
cessed data were then subjected to mutual information analysis.

Mutual Information Analysis

To quantify cortical speech tracking in each frequency band, we computed MI between the
band-limited Hilbert representations of the broadband speech envelope and the EEG signal
(see Figure 3). In our experiment, MI measures the average reduction in uncertainty about
the EEG signal given that the speech envelope (or annotation of syntax) is known, and can
thus be used as a measure of the relatedness of the two signals (Ince et al., 2017). We followed
the procedure described in Kaufeld et al. (2020), which involved the following steps for speech
signals and EEG trials separately: First, each signal was band-pass filtered in the frequency
bands of interest (Figure 3, 2.i), using third-order Butterworth filters (forward and reverse).
We then extracted the complex components from each filtered signal using a Hilbert transform
(Figure 3, 2.ii), whose real and imaginary parts were normalized separately using the copula
normalization method developed by Ince et al. (2017). We derived instantaneous phase and
power and concatenated the resulting signals from all trials (Figure 3, 2.iii). MI was computed
for each electrode, participant, and condition separately, in the following way:

MI(EEG;Speech) = H(EEG) + H(Speech) − H(EEG,Speech)

Here, H(EEG) is the entropy of the (Hilbert representation of the) EEG signal, H(Speech) the
entropy of the (Hilbert representation of the) broadband speech envelope, and H(EEG, Speech)

Figure 3. Visual representation of the analysis pipeline.
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their joint entropy. To accommodate speech-brain lag, we computed MI at five different lags,
ranging from 60 to 140 ms, in steps of 20 ms. Statistical analysis was done on the average MI
across all five lags.

The same steps were taken for the abstract stimuli, except that the band-pass filter was
applied in the phrase frequency band only. MI was computed between the Hilbert represen-
tations of the abstract stimuli and the EEG signals corresponding to all forward conditions. For
clarification, we use the term speech tracking to refer to MI computed between EEG and the
speech envelopes, and syntax tracking to refer to MI computed between EEG and the abstract
annotations of syntax.

Statistical Analysis of MI Values

We fitted linear mixed-effects models (Baayen et al., 2008) to the log-transformed, trimmed
(2.5% at both tails of the distribution of each condition) MI values in each frequency band
and in a centroparietal cluster of electrodes (electrodes 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 28, 29, 30,
33, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42, 43, based on Kaufeld et al., 2020; see Supplementary
Information S2 for electrode layout) using lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team,
2021). In each frequency band we ran two separate models for the MI analysis between
EEG and speech. The first model compared MI for Sentences to MI for Idioms, Syntactic prose,
and Jabberwocky. This model contained the four-level factor Construction as fixed effect,
which was treatment-coded with Sentence as the reference level. Participant was added as
a random effect, which had a random intercept and Construction as random slope. Because
we had backward versions of Sentences and Word lists, we compared Sentences to Word lists
in a two-by-two analysis. This involved a second model with Structure (Sentence vs. Word list),
Direction (Forward vs. Backward), and their interaction as fixed effects. Structure and Direc-
tion were deviation coded (−0.5, 0.5), and participant was added as random effect, with a
random intercept and the interaction between Structure and Direction as random slope. This
second model evaluates whether the MI difference between Sentences and Word lists in the
forward version is different from the same difference in the backward version.

For the MI analyses in which the speech envelope was replaced by abstract annotations, we
ran a model with the five-level factor Construction (Sentence, Idiom, Syntactic prose, Jabber-
wocky, Word list) as fixed effect. This model compared MI for Sentences to MI for Idioms,
Syntactic prose, Jabberwocky, and Word lists. Construction was again treatment-coded with
Sentence as the reference level. Participant was added as a random effect, which had a ran-
dom intercept and Construction as random slope. In all analyses we evaluated whether adding
a fixed effect increased predictive accuracy by comparing a model with that fixed effect to a
model without that fixed effect using R’s anova() function.

ERP Preprocessing and Analysis

To evaluate whether the different forward conditions were processed as intended, we com-
pared the event-related potentials (ERPs) elicited by the sentence-final lexical verb in all syn-
tactically structured conditions (i.e., Sentence, Idiom, Syntactic prose, and Jabberwocky).
Word lists were not included because the lexical verbs in word lists were not sentence-final
(see Table 1), due to which the ERP windows segmented around these verbs also contained
activity evoked by the subsequent word. We were specifically interested in the N400, a
negative-going ERP component that peaks between 300 and 500 ms after the onset of each
content word and is sensitive to predictability and semantic congruency (Baggio & Hagoort,
2011; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011).
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Because the segments corresponding to the N400 for these sentence-final verbs lasted
beyond the offset of the audio recordings, they were not captured in the segments we used
for MI analysis. We therefore used a separate preprocessing pipeline for the ERP analysis, in
which the data were low-pass filtered at 40 Hz (36db/oct), re-referenced to the average of the
left and right mastoid, and segmented into epochs ranging from −250 to 1,500 ms relative to
the onset of the sentence-final verb in each audio recording. All other preprocessing steps
were identical to those reported in the section EEG Recording and Preprocessing. In total,
we excluded 4.8% of the data (range of averages across conditions = 4.1%–5.3%). Before sta-
tistical analysis, the EEG data were baseline-corrected using a 250 ms baseline window pre-
ceding the sentence-final verb.

For the N400 region of interest, we calculated the voltage in the centroposterior electrodes
3, 8, 9, 15, 27, 28, 35, 40, 41, 47 in a 300–500 ms time window after the onset of the
sentence-final word, for each trial and each participant (based on Coopmans & Nieuwland,
2020, see Supplementary Information S2 for electrode layout). These voltage values were
compared via a linear mixed-effects analysis (Baayen et al., 2008) in R (R Core Team,
2021). The mixed-effects model contained Construction as fixed effect, which was
treatment-coded with Sentence as the reference level to which the conditions Idiom, Syntactic
prose, and Jabberwocky were individually compared. We included participant as random
effect, which had a random intercept and Construction as random slope. The models with
and without Construction were compared with R’s anova() function.

RESULTS

Speech Tracking

In the phrase frequency band, we ran two separate mixed-effects models. The first model eval-
uates whether MI is modulated by the type of Construction that was presented, comparing
Sentences to the other syntactically structured conditions (Idioms, Syntactic prose, and Jabber-
wocky). Model comparison showed that Construction predicted MI (χ2 = 15.30, p = 0.002; see
left panel of Figure 4). Specifically, MI was higher for Sentences than for both Jabberwocky and

Figure 4. Mutual information between EEG and the speech envelopes of all syntactically structured conditions in the phrase, word, and syllable
frequency bands. Drops reflect average per participant. The dashed horizontal line reflects the average of the Sentence condition. *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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Syntactic prose, but not different from MI for Idioms (see Table 2 for the estimates of the fixed
effects). The second model evaluated the interaction between Structure (Sentence vs. Word
list) and Direction (Forward vs. Backward). Model comparison revealed that Sentences elicited
higher MI than Word lists (χ2 = 4.19, p = 0.041; see left panel of Figure 5), and that Forward
stimuli elicited higher MI than Backward stimuli (χ2 = 14.37, p < 0.001). The interaction was
not significant (χ2 = 0.72, p = 0.40), which means that the difference between Sentences and
Word lists was not solely driven by the linguistic differences between their forward versions
and thus (at least partially) also reflects differences in acoustics. The estimates of the fixed
effects of this second model are presented in Table 3.

In the word frequency band, the first model showed that Construction predicted MI (χ2 =
11.71, p = 0.008; see middle panel of Figure 4), but this effect was not driven by the same
contrasts as the effect in the phrase frequency band. That is, MI was lower for Sentences than
for both Idioms and Syntactic prose, but not different from MI for Jabberwocky (Table 2). The
second model showed a marginal difference between Sentences and Word lists (χ2 = 3.70, p =
0.054; see middle panel of Figure 5), and no difference between Forward and Backward
stimuli (χ2 = 0.33, p = 0.56). The interaction between Structure and Direction was not signif-
icant (χ2 = 2.95, p = 0.086; Table 3).

In the syllable frequency band, the first model again showed that Construction predicted MI
(χ2 = 22.15, p < 0.001; see right panel of Figure 4). MI was lower for Sentences than for Idioms,

Table 2. Fixed effects of the models that compare speech tracking (i.e., speech-brain MI) for
Sentences to speech tracking for Idioms, Syntactic prose, and Jabberwocky

Estimate SE df t value p value
Phrase frequency band

Intercept −4.77 0.07 37.5 −70.68 <0.001

Sentence-Idiom −0.05 0.10 38.0 −0.52 0.61

Sentence-Syntactic prose −0.30 0.10 38.0 −2.88 0.007

Sentence-Jabberwocky −0.38 0.11 38.0 −3.36 0.002

Word frequency band

Intercept −5.82 0.09 37.6 −65.05 <0.001

Sentence-Idiom 0.31 0.10 37.9 3.08 0.004

Sentence-Syntactic prose 0.26 0.10 38.0 2.61 0.013

Sentence-Jabberwocky 0.02 0.13 38.0 0.15 0.88

Syllable frequency band

Intercept −5.44 0.08 37.5 −69.83 <0.001

Sentence-Idiom 0.40 0.09 38.3 4.58 <0.001

Sentence-Syntactic prose 0.12 0.10 38.0 1.15 0.26

Sentence-Jabberwocky −0.11 0.08 38.0 −1.39 0.17

Note. The estimates are from three different models, corresponding to the phrase, word, and syllable frequency
bands. SE = standard error; df = degrees of freedom.
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but not different from MI for Syntactic Prose and Jabberwocky (Table 2). The second model
showed no difference between Sentences and Word lists (χ2 = 0.98, p = 0.32; see right panel of
Figure 5), nor between Forward and Backward stimuli (χ2 = 0.10, p = 0.76). The interaction
between Structure and Direction was also not significant (χ2 = 2.33, p = 0.13; Table 3).

Figure 5. Mutual information between EEG and the speech envelopes of both forward and backward versions of Sentences and Word lists in
the phrase, word, and syllable frequency bands. Drops reflect average per participant.

Table 3. Fixed effects of the interaction models, which evaluate the effects of Structure (Sentence
vs. Word list) and Direction (Forward vs. Backward) on speech tracking (i.e., speech-brain MI)

Estimate SE df t value p value
Phrase frequency band

Intercept −5.00 0.04 37.8 −123.55 <0.001

Structure −0.15 0.07 38.1 −2.07 0.046

Direction −0.28 0.07 38.0 −4.10 <0.001

Structure*Direction −0.12 0.14 38.2 −0.85 0.40

Word frequency band

Intercept −5.77 0.04 37.6 −161.66 <0.001

Structure −0.11 0.06 38.2 −1.82 0.077

Direction 0.09 0.08 37.9 1.08 0.29

Structure*Direction 0.25 0.14 38.2 1.75 0.088

Syllable frequency band

Intercept −5.43 0.04 38.0 −135.37 <0.001

Structure −0.13 0.09 37.8 −1.50 0.14

Direction 0.03 0.08 37.6 0.45 0.66

Structure*Direction 0.23 0.15 38.1 1.55 0.13

Note. The estimates are from three different models, corresponding to the phrase, word, and syllable frequency
bands. SE = standard error; df = degrees of freedom.
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Syntax Tracking

We then evaluated whether Construction (i.e., Sentence, Idiom, Syntactic prose, Jabberwocky,
and Word list) predicted MI between the EEG signal and the abstract annotations of syntactic
structure. When these annotations reflected bracket presence, Construction indeed predicted
MI (χ2 = 35.98, p < 0.001; Figure 6A). MI was higher for Sentences than for both Jabberwocky
and Word lists, but not different from MI for Idioms or Syntactic prose (see Table 4).

Figure 6. Mutual information between EEG and abstract annotations (bracket presence (A) and
bracket count (B)) in the phrase frequency band. Drops reflect average per participant. The dashed
horizontal line reflects the average of the Sentence condition. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

Table 4. Fixed effects of the models that compare syntax tracking (i.e., annotation-brain MI) for
Sentences to syntax tracking for Idioms, Syntactic prose, Jabberwocky, and Word lists

Estimate SE df t value p value
Bracket presence

Intercept −4.62 0.10 37.6 −47.17 <0.001

Sentence-Idiom −0.19 0.13 37.5 −1.51 0.14

Sentence-Syntactic prose −0.12 0.10 38.3 −1.23 0.23

Sentence-Jabberwocky −0.74 0.13 37.8 −5.68 <0.001

Sentence-Word list −0.35 0.12 37.9 −3.02 0.005

Bracket count

Intercept −4.64 0.10 37.6 −46.85 <0.001

Sentence-Idiom −0.24 0.13 37.6 −1.83 0.076

Sentence-Syntactic prose −0.13 0.11 38.1 −1.23 0.23

Sentence-Jabberwocky −0.71 0.13 37.8 −5.30 <0.001

Sentence-Word list −0.48 0.11 38.1 −4.25 <0.001

Note. The estimates are from two different models, corresponding to annotations reflecting respectively bracket
presence and bracket count. SE = standard error; df = degrees of freedom.
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The same pattern of results was found for the analysis of MI between the EEG signal and the
annotations of bracket count, which differed across Constructions (χ2 = 34.12, p < 0.001;
Figure 6B). MI was higher for Sentences than for Jabberwocky as well as for Word lists, but
not different from MI for Idioms or Syntactic prose (see Table 4).

Overall, both analyses show that, at the frequency band corresponding to abstract phrase
structure, the brain tracks the structure of sentences more strongly than the structure of both
jabberwocky and word lists. It is interesting to note that the pattern of results is very similar for
bracket count and bracket presence, suggesting that the more detailed syntactic information
contained in the bracket count annotations does not add predictive accuracy with respect to
phrase tracking (contrary to previous work, e.g., Brennan et al., 2016).

An anonymous reviewer rightly noted that the sentences in our conditions differ in co-
occurrence frequency, with syntactic prose and jabberwocky sentences having lower transi-
tional probabilities than regular sentences and idioms. We do not think this difference can
account for our phrase-level effects, because it would predict a pattern of results that is dif-
ferent from what we found. First, it would predict no differences between syntactic prose
and jabberwocky sentences, because they have similarly low transitional probabilities.
Yet, these two conditions do elicit differences in cortical tracking of phrase structure. To test
this, we repeated our linear mixed-effects analysis in the phrase frequency band, but with
Syntactic prose as the reference level for the four-level factor Construction. When MI is com-
puted between EEG and the abstract syntactic annotations, it is higher for Syntactic prose
than for Jabberwocky, both when the annotations reflect bracket presence (β = −0.57, SE =
0.09, t = −6.32, p < 0.001; Figure 6A) and when they reflect bracket count (β = −0.62, SE =
0.09, t = −6.55, p < 0.001; Figure 6B). There were no differences between Syntactic prose
and Jabberwocky in terms of speech tracking (β = −0.08, SE = 0.13, t = −0.59, p < 0.001). Sec-
ond, it would predict differences between idioms and regular sentences, because the words in
idioms are part of a fixed expression and therefore have high transitional probabilities.
However, no such differences between sentences and idioms were found at the phrase level
in either speech tracking (see the section Speech Tracking) or syntax tracking.

ERPs to Sentence-Final Verb

The MI analyses showed no consistent differences in phrase tracking between Sentences and
Idioms, whereas the difference between Sentences and Syntactic Prose was inconclusive (i.e.,
difference in speech tracking but no difference in syntax tracking). This absence of expected
differences might indicate either that the brain does not track the syntactic structure of these
stimuli differently (i.e., the conditions are perceived as being different, but this does not affect
phrase tracking), or that the conditions were not processed as being very different). To evaluate
the latter possibility, we compared the ERPs elicited by the sentence-final lexical verb in all
syntactically structured conditions. The results show that the stimuli in the different conditions
were processed as expected.

As indicated by the sentence-final ERPs in Figure 7A, the variable Construction was asso-
ciated with modulations of activity in the N400 region of interest (χ2 = 45.9, p < 0.001). The
ERP elicited by sentence-final verbs in Sentences was less negative than the ERP elicited by
sentence-final verbs in both Syntactic prose (β = −1.56, SE = 0.25, t = −6.37, p < 0.001) and
Jabberwocky (β = −0.89, SE = 0.25, t = −3.51, p < 0.001), but more negative than the ERP
elicited by sentence-final verbs in Idioms (β = 0.60, SE = 0.27, t = 2.26, p = 0.029). Note that
the effects seem to start quite early, in particular for Syntactic prose (Figure 7A). This might
have to do with the fact that the words preceding the verb in those stimuli are semantically
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odd (and thus elicit a strong N400), and with differences between conditions in the pre-verb
parts in general. Figure 7B contains the topographical plots of the voltage differences in the
300–500 ms time window of interest.

DISCUSSION

In this EEG study with naturally spoken stimuli, we investigated whether cortical tracking of
phrase structure is modulated by the degree to which this structure is meaningful. Participants
were presented with stimuli that contained different degrees of structural meaning. We mea-
sured tracking by computing mutual information between the EEG data and either the speech
envelopes (speech tracking) or abstract annotations of syntax (syntax tracking). Both signals
were filtered in the frequency band corresponding to the occurrence of phrases. These anal-
yses showed overall stronger tracking of phrases in regular sentences than in stimuli with
reduced lexical-syntactic content ( jabberwocky) or without syntactic structure (word lists),
but no consistent differences in phrase-level tracking between sentences and divergent stimuli
that contained a combination of both structure and lexical meaning (idioms, syntactic prose).
As analyses of sentence-final ERPs showed clear differences between the conditions in terms of
their sentence-level meaning, we take these findings to suggest that cortical tracking of linguis-
tic structure reflects the internal generation of that structure, whether it transparently maps
onto semantic meaning or not.

Effects of Composition in Processing Idioms and Syntactic Prose

We contrasted regular sentences to two semi-compositional conditions: Idioms and syntactic
prose. We reasoned that compositional processes would be less engaged during the compre-
hension of idioms and syntactic prose (Canal et al., 2017; Peterson et al., 2001; Rommers
et al., 2013; Vespignani et al., 2010), though there are several factors that likely influence
the extent to which participants will try to derive a compositional interpretation from these

Figure 7. (A) Grand-average ERPs at the centroposterior cluster of electrodes, time-locked to the onset of the sentence-final verb in the four
syntactically structured conditions. Negative voltage is plotted upwards, and color-shaded areas show the within-subjects standard error of the
mean per time sample. (B) Topographical plots of the voltage differences between conditions in the 300–500 ms time window of interest.
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sentences. Theories of idiom comprehension assume that before the idiom is recognized as
being an idiomatic construction, standard literal processing is engaged (see Cacciari &
Tabossi, 1988; Libben & Titone, 2008; Sprenger et al., 2006; Titone & Connine, 1999). As
the idioms in our experiment were embedded in neutral carrier sentences, they could not
be predicted from context, so the idiom recognition point might occur late. Sentence-final
ERPs indicated that this was not too late to affect online comprehension: The N400 for
sentence-final verbs was less negative in idioms than in regular sentences, suggesting that
the idiom was recognized and retrieved before sentence offset. Nevertheless, any effects of
compositionality are likely restricted to late time points, reducing the overall effect of compo-
sitionality on cortical tracking on phrase structure.

In addition, there are several differences within the group of idioms that might affect com-
positional processing. Many of the idiomatic constructions have variable slots that can be
filled by compositional information (Jackendoff, 2017). The initial noun phrase in the idiom
NP door de vingers zien (“to condone” NP), for instance, must be interpreted literally and will
likely receive a compositional analysis. Relatedly, even in idioms that do not take variables,
the literal meanings of the words are sometimes part of the idiom’s figurative meaning. For
example, the idiom de regels aan je laars lappen, which literally means “to patch the rules
to your boot” (figuratively: “to ignore the rules”) is actually about rules (though not about
boots), so the NP de regels “the rules” will be processed literally. A question for future research
is whether this variation within the class of idioms affects cortical tracking. We could not inves-
tigate this possibility, as it requires individual-item analyses that were impossible given the way
MI was computed. Yet it would be interesting to see whether cortical tracking of linguistic units
is affected by idiomatic variation, such as the transparency, decomposability, and syntactic
flexibility of the idiom (see Cacciari, 2014; Cacciari & Glucksberg, 1991; Gibbs et al.,
1989; Libben & Titone, 2008).

At the phrase timescale, we did not find a consistent difference between regular sentences
and syntactic prose. While speech tracking was stronger for regular sentences than for syntac-
tic prose (left panel of Figure 4), this difference was absent in measures of syntax tracking
(Figure 6). Before we give our interpretation of these results, it is important to emphasize that
the computation of speech tracking involves the speech envelope. While we filtered the signals
in narrow frequency bands that were based on manual annotations of linguistic information in
our stimuli (see the section Annotations), and while we checked for acoustic differences via
analysis of the modulation spectra (Figure 1 and S1), we cannot rule out the possibility that
any difference between the conditions in terms of speech tracking is driven by acoustic differ-
ences between the speech recordings. Such an effect would be in line with the fact that sen-
tences and syntactic prose did not show differences in terms of syntax tracking, which is based
on abstract annotations of syntax without any acoustic differences.

A possible reason for the lack of a consistent effect is that the difference between regular
sentences and syntactic prose in terms of compositional processing is not the same at the
phrase and sentence levels. At the sentence level, these conditions were clearly differentia-
ble, as indicated by the ERP results. The N400 for sentence-final verbs was larger in syntac-
tic prose than in regular sentences, showing that participants noticed the sentence-level
semantic incongruency of syntactic prose. At the phrase-level, however, these conditions
might impose similar demands on compositional processing, in particular if the type of com-
position is mostly syntactic. In contrast to previous research (Brodbeck et al., 2018; Kaufeld
et al., 2020), much of the phrase-level compositional processing in our stimuli can be con-
ceived of as mostly syntactic (i.e., containing a combination of a determiner and a noun)
rather than semantic or conceptual. This applies even more strongly to our measure of
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syntax tracking, which is based on abstract annotations of phrase structure. These annota-
tions do not distinguish between combinations like the boat and red boat, even though the
latter phrase involves more semantic and conceptual composition. It is not unlikely that the
presence of semantically impoverished combinations affects the overall degree of phrase-
level tracking (i.e., making syntax tracking a less sensitive measure), especially in light of
the finding that manipulations of lexical-semantic and conceptual composition affect mea-
sures of brain activity on top of the neural response to syntactic aspects of composition
(e.g., Fedorenko et al., 2016, 2020; Kaufeld et al., 2020; Schell et al., 2017; Westerlund
& Pylkkänen, 2014; Zhang & Pylkkänen, 2015).

Sentences vs. Word Lists: Structure and Acoustics

We observed stronger phrase-level speech tracking for sentences than for word lists, and stron-
ger tracking for forward stimuli than for backward stimuli (left panel of Figure 5). The differ-
ence between forward and backward speech has been reported before and is often related to
differences in their intelligibility (Gross et al., 2013; Kaufeld et al., 2020; Park et al., 2015).
However, other studies have failed to find such a relationship (Howard & Poeppel, 2010; Peña
& Melloni, 2012; Zoefel & VanRullen, 2016), and it has been suggested that positive correla-
tions between speech tracking and intelligibility are actually driven by the spectro-temporal
properties of the unintelligible control condition (for discussion, see Kösem & vanWassenhove,
2017; Zou et al., 2019).

Contrasting with the results reported by Kaufeld et al. (2020), the MI difference between
sentences and word lists did not differ across forward and backward versions of these condi-
tions. We therefore cannot exclude the possibility that the difference between (forward) sen-
tences and (forward) word lists reflects acoustic differences. Indeed, analysis of the modulation
spectra shows that sentenceswere reliably different fromword lists in terms of spectral properties
(Figure 1B and Supplementary Information S1). However, the presence of acoustic differences
does not necessarily negate the effect of syntactic differences.When the speech envelopes were
replaced by abstract annotations of syntactic structure (bracket presence or bracket count), we
found strongerMI for sentences than forword lists, presumably because these annotations do not
reflect any syntactic information in word lists. This leaves open the possibility that syntactic
structure did have an effect, but that it could not be detected in measures of speech tracking
due to the masking effect of acoustic variance.

In order to find evidence for cortical tracking of phrase structure, we should find not only a
difference in the forward condition (as a function of syntax), but also no difference in the back-
ward condition. The latter might be quite difficult to obtain with ourmeasures, because naturally
produced sentences andword lists are acoustically quite different, and acoustic properties of the
input can account for much of the variance in the neural response to speech (e.g., Brodbeck
et al., 2018; Doelling et al., 2014). Moreover, the fact that syntactic information and supraseg-
mental modulations (e.g., prosodic phrases, intonation phrases) fluctuate at similar frequencies
and both affect delta-band activity (Bourguignon et al., 2013; Ghitza, 2017; Meyer et al., 2017;
Rimmele et al., 2021) makes it plausible that any structure-driven differences between sentences
and word lists were partially masked by their acoustic differences. Supporting this possibility,
analysis of spectral power in the phrase frequency band showed a bilateral distribution for all
conditions (see Supplementary Information S3; see also e.g., Keitel et al., 2017; Molinaro &
Lizarazu, 2018). This suggests that the neural signal in this frequency band is also affected by
low-frequency modulations in suprasegmental information, which are present in both forward
and backward recordings.
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Cortical Tracking of Lexicalized Structure

At the timescale of phrases, speech tracking was stronger for sentences than for jabberwocky
and syntactic prose, but not different from idioms (left panel of Figure 4). In partial agreement
with these results, syntax tracking was stronger for sentences than for jabberwocky and word
lists, but not different from tracking for idioms and syntactic prose (Figure 6). Overall, cortical
tracking of phrase structure seems to be enhanced for regular sentences compared to stimuli
whose lexical-syntactic content is reduced ( jabberwocky, word lists), but it is not consistently
different from stimuli that contain both lexical content and syntactic structure (idioms, syntac-
tic prose). This pattern of results is in line with the view that cortical tracking of syntactic struc-
ture reflects the generation of structure (Martin, 2020; Martin & Doumas, 2017, 2019; Meyer
et al., 2020), whether this structure transparently maps onto a semantic interpretation or not.

Most current neurobiological models of language processing assume structure building to
be a lexicalized process (Baggio, 2021; Hagoort, 2005, 2017; Martin, 2020; Matchin &
Hickok, 2020). Words are associated with structures that are stored in the mental lexicon in
the form of treelets. During language comprehension, these structures are combined to create
the hierarchical structures of phrases and sentences. In this lexical-syntactic conception of
structure building, the syntax determines which words can be combined, but the words them-
selves are the units of combination. As such, this process is affected by its input, in terms of
both structure and lexical content. Input-wise, both jabberwocky and word lists are markedly
different from sentences. Word lists contain content and function words but lack (cues to)
syntactic structure, which means that adjacent words cannot be combined into phrasal units.
Jabberwocky sentences are structured sequences that contain both function words and
inflectional morphology, but they lack content words and therefore miss the information car-
ried by their argument structure (e.g., the different relations in saw the book on the table and
put the book on the table). The lexical-syntactic difference between regular and jabberwocky
sentences thus explains why they elicit different degrees of phrase-level speech tracking:
Structure-building processes are more weakly activated by lexically impoverished input. This
idea is supported by evidence showing that lexical information affects neurocognitive measures
of structure building (Burroughs et al., 2021; Fedorenko et al., 2016, 2020; Kaufeld et al., 2020;
Matchin et al., 2019; Mollica et al., 2020).

Interestingly, in a recent study Mai and colleagues (2016) reported a different result, namely
stronger delta-band speech tracking for stimuli containing pseudowords than stimuli contain-
ing real words. However, because their design was markedly different from ours, these
findings do not necessarily contradict our interpretation. First, their pseudoword condition
contained lists rather than sentences, so their two conditions differ in both structure
(sentences vs. lists) and lexical-syntactic content (real words vs. pseudowords). Second,
Mai et al. (2016) attribute their delta-tracking effect to the sound matching task they used,
arguing that the semantic and syntactic content of real-word sentences facilitates the recog-
nition of their phonological content. This reduces demands on phonological processing, as
indexed by reduced speech tracking in the delta band. Because we instructed participants to
listen for comprehension rather than to detect a specific sound, we think that our results are
better accounted for in terms of lexical-syntactic structure building than in terms of phonol-
ogical processing.

Idioms and syntactic prose are similar to sentences in lexical-syntactic structure, but they
differ either in the extent to which their interpretation is compositionally derived from this
structure (idioms) or in the extent to which a compositional interpretation of this structure
makes sense (syntactic prose). Given the absence of consistent differences between these
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conditions, the interpretation most strongly supported by our data is that phrase-level tracking
reflects the lexically-driven computation of syntactic structures in the service of semantic com-
position (Kaufeld et al., 2020; Martin, 2020; Martin & Doumas, 2017, 2019; Meyer et al.,
2020). The computations involved in building hierarchical structure are most strongly activated
by syntactically structured sequences of real words. Given the right input, these computa-
tions generate a compositional structure, whether the input can easily compose semantically
or not. A similar idea has been proposed for the segmentation of complex word forms into
stems and grammatical affixes (Marslen-Wilson, 2007). Behavioral and neuroimaging evi-
dence shows that this morphophonological process is triggered by both real words and pseu-
dowords, as long as they contain the diagnostic properties of inflectional affixes in English
(Post et al., 2008; Tyler et al., 2005). To explain the lexical insensitivity of this process, Marslen-
Wilson (2007, p. 180) argued that “without a decompositional analysis, the system cannot rule
out the possibility that the pseudo-regular trade is actually themorpheme tray in the past tense, or
that snade is the past tense of the potential real stem snay.” Analogously, without a decomposi-
tional analysis at the level of phrase structure, the system cannot rule out the possibility that “col-
orless green ideas sleep furiously” (Chomsky, 1957, p. 15) actually involves sleeping ideas or
that to kick the bucket actually involves buckets being kicked. The conclusion that the compo-
sitionalmeaning of these forms is either semantically incoherent (syntactic prose) or not identical
to their intended figurative meaning (idioms) can only be drawn after a compositional analysis
has taken place. In a sense, then, the structure-building processes know how to build structure
(i.e., adhering to syntactic rules, subcategorization restrictions), but not what is being built (i.e.,
whether a compositional analysis yields an interpretation that makes sense). Supporting this
functional distinction between generation and interpretation, both behavioral and neurobiolog-
ical evidence show a difference between sentences and both idioms and syntactic prose in terms
of compositional meaning, but not in terms of syntactic structure building (Bastiaansen &
Hagoort, 2015; Canal et al., 2017; Konopka & Bock, 2009; Peterson et al., 2001; Rommers
et al., 2013; Vespignani et al., 2010).

Effects of Composition on Word-Level Speech Tracking

At the timescale of words, speech tracking was stronger for both idioms and syntactic prose
than for sentences (middle panel of Figure 4). These word-level effects might be related to the
differential predictability of words in these conditions, as it has been shown that speech track-
ing is enhanced for unpredictable target words that are presented in low-constraining sentence
contexts (Donhauser & Baillet, 2020; Molinaro et al., 2021). In these contexts, target words
cannot be predicted by top-down mechanisms, so the brain might rely more strongly on the
bottom-up input to ensure successful comprehension (Donhauser & Baillet, 2020; Molinaro
et al., 2021). Words in syntactic prose are semantically odd and thus very unpredictable.
On this account, the brain attunes more strongly to unexpected words (in syntactic prose),
whose content can only be derived from a bottom-up analysis, than to expected words (in
sentences), whose content can be predicted by top-down mechanisms, explaining the differ-
ence between syntactic prose and regular sentences in terms of word-level speech tracking.

ERP analysis showed that sentence-final verbs elicited a less negative N400 in idioms than
in regular sentences, indexing facilitated activation or integration of the verb in idioms (e.g.,
Moreno et al., 2002; Rommers et al., 2013). This indicates that sentence-final verbs were more
predictable in idioms than in sentences, in line with the behavioral literature (Cacciari et al.,
2007; Cacciari & Tabossi, 1988). This predictability-related ERP difference is opposite to the
difference between sentences and syntactic prose, which suggests that the difference between
idioms and sentences in terms of word-level speech tracking (middle panel of Figure 4) does
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not have the same origin as the difference between syntactic prose and sentences. It is unclear
why words would be tracked more closely in idioms, but one possibility is that participants
were relatively more attuned to words in idioms because words are the linguistic unit on
which participants have to rely to activate and retrieve the full idiom from memory (for dis-
cussion of the activation of properties of the individual words, see Cacciari, 2014; Cacciari &
Tabossi, 1988; Hubers et al., 2021; Sprenger et al., 2006).

CONCLUSION

Despite a constantly growing literature on cortical speech tracking, it is still unclear which
aspects of high-level linguistic content drive neural activity into alignment with the speech sig-
nal. In this EEG study with naturally spoken stimuli, we used an experimental design with a
parametric modulation of linguistic information, comparing compositional sentences to stimuli
that diverged in terms of their relationship between structure and meaning (idioms, syntactic
prose, jabberwocky, word lists). We found that the brain tracks syntactic phrases more closely
in regular sentences than in stimuli whose lexical-syntactic content is reduced, but we found no
consistent differences in phrase tracking between sentences and stimuli that contained a com-
bination of both syntactic structure and lexical content. These findings refine a recent account
of cortical speech tracking, which holds that it indexes the generation of linguistic structure
(Martin & Doumas, 2017, 2019; Meyer et al., 2020). Specifically, they suggest that phrase-level
speech tracking is modulated by the lexical-syntactic properties of the input to structure build-
ing, not by the compositional interpretation of its output. This is in line with neurobiological
models of language processing in which structure building is a lexicalized process.
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